2004 ford exployer

While the current Explorer is a vast improvement over its predecessor, it competed in a market
with many more choices. Still, its steady ride and versatile, well-designed interior made for a
well-rounded package. Its main drawbacks were an unrefined V6 engine and unimpressive
performance on our off-road course. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Ford Explorer owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. The rear blower door assembly is defective and
keeps trying to open with constant clicking sound. It has been repaired at least 3 times in the
past. It has been a problem from the time we acquired the vehicle". Made constant clicking
sound. Only blew cold air. Air direction lever broke small plastic piece that requires replacement
of entire duct assy. The cost of the repair as it should be done is so high because of how much
has to be disassembled to get to the problem it's just not practical. Our mechanic was able to
sort of fix for much less but the fix means it will always be on recirculate and will not allow air
from the outside. I've read and been told this is a common problem with Fords. Seems like
some obstruction in the system. Extremely expensive to tear out the dash and diagnose so I
have not yet done that. Required dismantling of the dash to change the motor that controls the
temperature in the car". It was the first time it needed Freon. Power or manual windows, locks
and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. I have found out from quite a few other owners of this same vehicle
type they have the". It cracked in a perfect line. Is a glass molding. Bought a new one at dealer
and had to be painted and glue it". This appears to be very common on Explorers of this
generation. Ford refuses to acknowledge as a problem". Replacement hinges are now corroded
and loose". I have paid to repair it one time already. I understand that Ford has been aware of
this problem for years and has offered no solution. The window was redesigned f". Many Ford
Explorers have this problem. Definitely a design defect". Tailgate moulding cracks around the
"Ford" logo which is a common occurrence on the Model". Ford has taken no responsibility
whatsoever for this bad design although the was redesigned ". Recurring problem since the car
was new. Now neither of them will go down". The rear windows are currently inoperative! It
whined and vibrated so much that it had to be rebuilt". This one has miles on it and it's starting
to "sing"". Prior to differential was rebuilt 3 times". It had been whining for over two years
before it failed. Not an unexpected repair and it limped home". Once in April , and once in or
Had to have it completely replaced. It was out of warranty, and Ford wouldn't cover it".
Problems with interior lighting, panel lights, electric door locks, etc". Electric windows, interior
lights and door locks failed as a result". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. This seems to be a very common problem with the
Explorer". Paint has rust bubbles on the front edge of the the hood. The rear hatch door trim
has cracked in half at the emblem area. Accumulation of moisture on the roof has caused
rusting". Crack on molding just below back window, by Ford logo. I have never had it looked at
due to the age of the car. Paint under hood and on top of hood is bubbling up with rust". Rest of
vehicle is rust free". It's cracking slightly and oozes some rust. I clean it with compound and
wax it so it is not too unsightly, but you can see the paint bubbles". The paint has not as yet
fallen off and I'm trying to decide whether to replace the car before I spend money on repairs". I
have noticed the same condition on on many other Ford Explorers about the same age as mine.
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. I monitored it for a while, then I replaced the bearing
myself. This is not a task for the faint of heart". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I declined.
This caused a strange vibration and loose steering. All that play resulted in the tires wearing out
early. It was normal wear, but the mechanics at the Ford Dealership should have caught it
earlier". The service advisor said that the rotors on the rear were worn and needed to be
replaced. So they replaced them. They showed me the wear on them before the replacement.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I will not consider
them again for any mechanical work. Understand from the transmission place that this is pretty
usual for the Explorer". It considered in the purchase price". He said it was a common problem
with Ford and they should have recalled all of them". I was told by my mechanic that this was
typical in a 4wd because ford did not put the proper transmission in the 4wd. I also replaced the
brakes at Excellent for factory brakes. Battery lasted 9yrs". So it was rebuilt". Complete
transmission failure at 93, Had to replace transmission". The vehicle would not go into any
gear". The old one stopped working". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. Not all the CD's would play". This was also the same

time the thermostat stopped working". Needed a computer CPM and new throttle body. This
was very expensive. Vehicle went into limp mode". Happens about once every 6 months".
General indicator light came on. It took a lot of computer analysis to pin point the problem".
Sometimes this works on the first try, sometimes requires more". Sometimes volume control
changes volume, some it changes the radio station". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Replacement cured non-shifting, but still hard from , and clunky from ".
Started from day one when purchased and has been getting worse by the year. Took it in
several times to Ford dealership and was told that "nothing was wrong"". Problem gradually got
worse over a period of 5 yrs. I have to pump the brake and gently try to slip it into gear.
Eventually, it goes right in. I've had this issue for a year or 2. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The driver side
heated seat works sporadically now. This also keeps interior lights on as well, even if vehicle is
shut off". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. I got and it's still going". I had taken it to the dealership who found
nothing wrong with it. I took it to another service repair place, and they drove it around trying to
find the problem. When they accelerated, the timing chain broke and I had to get a new engine".
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. Replaced by self". Had to replace the alternator". It
actually somehow came out of where you insert the plug and had to be rethreaded". The door
seals are beginning to fail and will need replacing within the year. The plastic trip piece below
the rear window is cracked from the sun; heat expansion rate of the glass is different than the
plastic trim piece glued to it. This is not related to the leak. Finally found the cause to be a leak
under a piece of trim on the roof. Drain had to be replaced. Replaced both motor and sensor".
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Living with a continuous, but slow leak". This made it difficult to near impossible to get the tank
full, causing the pump to shut off prematurely and repeatedly. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Explorer Change
Vehicle. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and
Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration
Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time
in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling.
Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness,
response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel
Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's
often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring
device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway
consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of
measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip
of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking
Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel.
Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency
Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and
confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert
judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady
it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's
interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of
how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat
Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across.
Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports

subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS standard. Side air
bags available , standard from Head protection air bags available from , standard from ESC
available from , standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle.
Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines
Available. What Owners Say. Required dismantling of the dash to change the motor that
controls the temperature in the car" Dennis R. I have found out from quite a few other owners of
this same vehicle type they have the" Joseph K. Bought a new one at dealer and had to be
painted and glue it" Manuel P. Replacement hinges are now corroded and loose" Peter S. The
window was redesigned f" Lindsay B. Tailgate moulding cracks around the "Ford" logo which is
a common occurrence on the Model" Dale J. Ford has taken no responsibility whatsoever for
this bad design although the was redesigned " Ronald H. Now neither of them will go down"
Robert K. This one has miles on it and it's starting to "sing"" SUSn S. Not an unexpected repair
and it limped home" E D. Electric windows, interior lights and door locks failed as a result"
Michael S. Loose exterior trim or moldings "plastic panel on rear hatch-back cracked vertically"
Peter S. This seems to be a very common problem with the Explorer" Neil S. Rest of vehicle is
rust free" Anonymous, MN Ford Explorer "The paint is bubbled above the right rear wheel well
under and slightly to the right of the gas cap door. The paint has not as yet fallen off and I'm
trying to decide whether to replace the car before I spend money on repairs" David S. Alignment
"Just normal due to regular use and bad streets in area. This is not a task for the faint of heart"
Corlee W. Battery lasted 9yrs" Paul G. The vehicle would not go into any gear" Greg T. CD
player "Cds are not ejected , must bang on dash to get cds out, if not fully effected will not play
only radio" John R. Not all the CD's would play" Dan C. Happens about once every 6 months"
Mark D. Sometimes this works on the first try, sometimes requires more" Mark D. Coolers and
lines "cooler lines were leaking, and there was no dipstick to check fluid level. Alarm or security
system excluding aftermarket systems "The security system would go off periodically with out
cause" Scott M. Cylinder head "After scheduled service spark plug change the spark plugs
worked their way loose 5 out of 8 and one blew out while driving resulting in stripped threads"
Rick S. Alternator "Failed after , miles. Replaced by self" Michael B. Had to replace the
alternator" Randy J. It actually somehow came out of where you insert the plug and had to be
rethreaded" Dan C. Air or water leaks "The seals around the windshield deteriorated and I had
to replace the windshield. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help

of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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2006 pt cruiser owners manual
1990 ford car
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

